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ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes the design and development of the Panchromatic Imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer
(PanFTS) for the NASA Geostationary Coastal and Air Pollution Events (GEO-CAPE) Mission. The PanFTS instrument
will advance the understanding of the global climate and atmospheric chemistry by measuring spectrally resolved
outgoing thermal and reflected solar radiation. With continuous spectral coverage from the near-ultraviolet through the
thermal infrared, this instrument is designed to measure pollutants, greenhouse gases, and aerosols as called for by the
U.S. National Research Council Decadal Survey; Earth Science and Applications from Space: National Imperatives for
the Next Decade and Beyond1. The PanFTS instrument is a hybrid instrument based on spectrometers like the
Tropospheric Emissions Spectrometer (TES) that measures thermal emission, and those like the Orbiting Carbon
Observatory (OCO), and the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) that measure scattered solar radiation. Simultaneous
measurements over the broad spectral range from IR to UV is accomplished by a two sided interferometer with separate
optical trains and detectors for the UV-visible and IR spectral domains. This allows each side of the instrument to be
independently optimized for its respective spectral domain. The overall interferometer design is compact because the
two sides share a single high precision cryogenic optical path difference mechanism (OPDM) and metrology laser as
well as a number of other instrument systems including the line-of-sight pointing mirror, the data management system,
thermal control system, electrical system, and the mechanical structure. The PanFTS breadboard instrument has been
tested in the laboratory and demonstrated the basic functionality for simultaneous measurements in the visible and IR. It
is set to begin operations in the field at the California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sensing (CLARS)
observatory on Mt. Wilson measuring the atmospheric chemistry across the Los Angeles basin. Development has begun
on a flight size PanFTS engineering model (EM) that addresses all critical scaling issues and demonstrates operation
over the full spectral range of the flight instrument which will show the PanFTS instrument design is mature.
Keywords: Imaging spectrometer, Fourier transform spectrometer, Michelson interferometer, air pollution monitoring,
greenhouse gases, aerosols

1. INTRODUCTION
The Panchromatic Fourier Transform Spectrometer (PanFTS) is an imaging spectrometer based on a classical Michelson
interferometer that incorporates several unique features. It can measure pollutants, greenhouse gases, and aerosols as
called for in the Decadal Survey and the NASA Science Plan. With continuous spectral coverage from the near
ultraviolet (0.26µm) through the thermal infrared (15µm), PanFTS is designed to meet and exceed all of the science
requirements for the NASA Geostationary Coastal and Air Pollution Events (GEO-CAPE) mission.
From geostationary orbit PanFTS can map all of North and South America every hour with high resolution
measurements (temporal, spatial, and spectral) that capture diurnal variations in pollutants, aerosols, greenhouse gases,
and transport tracers. These measurements will improve the understanding and prediction of rapidly evolving
tropospheric chemistry which influences air quality and climate change.
Figure 1 shows the molecular species atmospheric absorption spectral bands relevant to the mission. The wide spectral
coverage is important for retrieving the entire suite of GEO-CAPE target molecules, including several in widely different
wavebands. Measurement of the same species in different spectral regions significantly enhances the information content
of the vertical profile retrievals2. By measuring the spatial and temporal variation of these molecular concentrations in
the atmosphere, the science data products will be extremely valuable to the research community and to operational
agencies, such as NOAA and USEPA, which are responsible for developing effective air pollution mitigation strategies.
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Figure 1. Measuremen
nt spectral bandss of critical tracee gases (O3, CO, NO2, SO2) plus other highly dessirable species.

2. INSTR
RUMENT DE
ESIGN
ws the function
nal block diagram of the Pan
nFTS. Simultaaneous measurrements over thhe broad spectrral range
Figure 2 show
from IR to UV
U is accomplished by a tw
wo sided interfferometer withh separate optical trains and detectors for the UVvisible and IR
R spectral dom
mains. This allo
ows each side of the instrumeent to be indeppendently optim
mized for its reespective
spectral dom
main. The overrall instrumentt is made up of
o several sub- systems includding the pointiing system, caalibration
system, fore optics, Micheelson interfero
ometer, metrolo
ogy, dichroic beam splitter module, cameera optics, foccal plane
kage and signaal-chain electrronics, thermaal control systtem and mechhanical structuure. The
array (FPA) camera pack
interferometeer design is co
ompact becausee the two sides share a singlle high precisiion cryogenic optical path diifference
mechanism (OPDM)
(
and metrology
m
laserr as well as a nu
umber of otherr instrument syystems3.
Figure 3 is th
he opto-mechan
nical design fo
or the PanFTS flight instrumeent. The instruument layout iss highly symmeetric and
modular with
h many identiccal assemblies. This cost efffective approacch utilizes dupplicated assembblies in the instrument
which also allows
a
the freed
dom to scale th
he PanFTS sciience measurem
ment capabilitties and to adaapt to evolving mission
requirementss. One side off the instrumen
nt operates in the UV/Vis sppectral region and the other side in the IR
R spectral
region. Thee instrument iss cooled to different temperrature zones bby high efficieency cryocooleers, described later, to

minimize instrument self-emission and detector readout electronic noise. Low thermal self-emission is essential to
achieve the sensitivity needed to measure thermal emission radiation from the earth’s atmosphere.
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Figure 2. The PanFTS flight instrument functional block diagram
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Figure 3. Thee opto-mechanicaal design of the P
PanFTS flight innstrument

The PanFTS design is tailo
ored for the GE
EO-CAPE misssion that will operate in geoostationary orbbit. From geosttationary
S can map alll of North and
d South Amerrica with highh resolution m
measurements ((temporal, spaatial, and
orbit PanFTS
spectral) thaat capture rapiidly evolving diurnal variattions in polluution, transporrt tracers, andd greenhouse ggases as
illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure
F
4. PanFTS imaging obserrvation scenario for the GEO-CA
APE mission

From geostattionary orbit th
he PanFTS hass a 500 km x 500
5 km instanttaneous field-oof-view. This sscene is imageed onto a
128x128 pix
xel focal plane array which provides
p
a 4x4
4 km size pixxel foot print aat nadir. The iinstrument capptures an
interferogram
m in every pixeel for 30 secon
nds per scene. The interferoograms are Fouurier transform
med into spectrra by the
FPA signal chain
c
electroniccs to reveal absorption featurres at differentt wavelengths oof the various species of inteerest (see
color bins in Figure 1). Ho
ourly mapping will identify th
he temporal vaariations of thee gas molecularr concentrationns. From
the geostationary orbit, the angular extentt of Earth is ab
bout ±8.6º from
m nadir. The PaanFTS pointingg system has a two axis
gimbaled mirrror that can stteer the instrum
ment line-of sig
ght to any locattion over the fuull earth disk.
2.1 Pointing
g System and Fore
F
Optics
The pointing
g system has a flat steering mirror
m
mounted on a two axxis gimbal mecchanism. The ggimbal mechannism has
two sets of stepper motors and harmonic drives. This co
ombination yieelds a 0.001° pper step rotatioon or 0.6 km prrojection
on the groun
nd from geostattionary orbit. The
T pointing sy
ystem’s functioon is to direct and hold the innstrument line-of-sight
steady on a particular
p
scenee while interferrograms are reccoded, and to ppoint to internaal and external calibration souurces.
The fore optiics shown in Figure
F
5 is a 3-m
mirror afocal optical
o
beam coompressor. Thhe entrance puppil is 166mm x 166mm
and located at
a the steering mirror, and thee aperture stop
p is 63mm x 633mm located att the exit of thee compressor, which is
the optical en
ntrance to the interferometer
i
. The compressor includes a field stop thatt eliminates ligght outside of tthe scene
from scatteriing and reachin
ng the FPA’s. The tertiary mirror
m
is mounnted on a piezoo tip-tilt stage, and its functtion is to
correct therm
mal drift with respect to lin
ne-of-sight. The line-of-sightt corrections aare accomplishhed by observving well
known landscape periodicaally, and co-alig
gn the FPA pix
xels on both UV
V/Vis and IR ssides of the insstrument.

Figure 5. Th
he PanFTS pointiing system and ffore optics confiiguration

2.2 Michelso
on Interferomeeter, Metrology
y, and Dichroicc Beam Splitterr
The Michelson interferomeeter and its opttical path differrence mechaniism (OPDM) sshown in Figurre 6 are the heaart of the
PanFTS instrrument. The tw
wo sides of thee PanFTS instrrument share a common OPD
DM, which enables the simuultaneous
co-located IR
R and UV/Viss measurementts of a scene. The IR side uutilizes a cornner cube configguration to doouble the
maximum op
ptical path len
ngth. It has th
he zero path difference
d
at tthe end of the scan which yields a singgle sided
interferogram
m. The UV/Viss side has a flatt mirror, and haas the zero path
th difference att the middle off the scan. Thiss yields a
double sided
d interferogram
m. This arrangement providees higher specttral resolutionn and improvedd SNR for thee IR and
UV/Vis sidess, respectively..
The OPDM design uses eight
e
rotationaal flex pivots to
t connect thee linkages toggether, much llike a four-barr-linkage
parallelogram
m. The stage iss driven by a non-contacting
n
linear voice cooil actuator wiith a magnet fiixed to the basse and an
electrically actuated
a
coil th
hat drives the upper
u
part of the mechanism
m. The flex pivvots are rated ffor infinite life because
the flexing an
ngle is only a fraction of yield strain of thee material, withh the mechaniccal motion rangge of ±25 mm from its
neutral positiion. The desig
gn has no moviing contact surrfaces so there are no lubricaant or mechaniical wear out rrisks. An
optical encod
der with 5 nm resolution
r
prov
vides accurate and
a repeatablee position data.
However, by
y design, a flex
x pivot center of rotation sh
hifts away from
m its mechaniccal axis as a fu
function of the rotation
angle. In add
dition, due to the
t manufactu
uring tolerances, the eight fleex pivots in ann OPDM will have slightly different
spring constaants. As a resu
ult of these tw
wo effects, the OPDM does nnot maintain perfect alignmeent during a sccan. This
misalignmen
nt can be minim
mized by carefu
ully choosing eight
e
“matchedd” flex pivots, aand orient them
m in a way to m
minimize
the magnitud
de of the misaliignment.
The residual misalignmentt, however, can
n mask out thee interferogram
m fringe contraast. Therefore, an internal m
metrology
system is useed to detect misalignment,
m
and
a close a feedback control loop with a piezo tip/tilt acttuator mountedd behind
the flat mirro
or for the UV/V
Vis side (IR siide with the co
orner cube connfiguration is innsensitive to thhis misalignmeent). The
metrology sy
ystem also meaasures the scan distance, so th
he time domainn interferogram
m can be phase corrected into the path
difference do
omain interfero
ogram. Both are key for obtaiining high resoolution spectra.
An equally important
i
com
mponent to Pan
nFTS is the op
ptical coating design. Becauuse of the sepparation of thee IR and
UV/Vis chan
nnels, coating design can be
b optimized. Gold
G
and UV
V enhanced aluuminum coatinngs are applieed to the
reflective optics for the IR and UV/Vis sides,
s
respectiv
vely. The separration also makkes the design and manufactturability
of the 50/50
mpensator maanageable. A sseries of
0 beam splitterr and the broadband anti-reeflection coatinng for the com
dichroic beam
m splitters are placed at the Michelson
M
interrferometer outpput, and furtheer branched intoo finer spectrall bins.

Figure 6:: The PanFTS Michelson
M
Interfeerometer and OP
PDM

y Package
2.3 Camera Optics and Foccal Plane Array
The camera optics has fourr mirrors. Thiss allows the fo
ocal Plane Arraay (FPA) packkage to be locaated closer to iits signal
chain electro
onics and to th
he cryocooler which
w
is advan
ntageous duringg integration. The entrance oof the FPA paackage is
aligned with the exit pupil which is also the cold apertture stop. Bothh the cold fieldd stop and the cold aperture stop are
essential for minimizing the thermal back
kground illumin
nation and therrmal load on thhe FPA. The F
FPA is hard moounted to
the cold fing
ger of the FPA
A package, an
nd cooled via a thermal strrap by the cryyocooler. Three concentric ccylinders
mechanically
y connected in
n series, made from thin G10 materials, ccreate a large tthermal resistaance between the cold
finger and th
he rest of the FP
PA package.

Figure 7. PanFTS
P
FPA pacckage and camerra optics configuuration

2.4 All Digital Focal Planee Arrays
Another advanced technolo
ogy in the Pan
nFTS is a 128 x 128 pixel alll digital FPA developed by JPL4. This innnovative
hput digital FPA
A provides a digital
d
output fo
or each pixel, w
which eliminat
ates the need foor off-chip signnal chain
high through
electronics needed
n
by con
nventional FPA
As. This substtantially reducces FPA signaal chain compplexity, volum
me, mass,
power, impleementation risk
k and cost.
Hybrid FPAss typically consist of a photosensitive diodee pixel array ellectrically connnected to a reaad out integrateed circuit
(ROIC) as illlustrated in Fig
gure 8. The photosensitive arrray is bump-b onded (hybridiized) to the RO
OIC with indiuum metal
bumps. This approach provides great fleexibility in thaat the detector array and reaadout electroniics can be indiividually
optimized for different specctral regions.

Figure 8. Hybrid FPA
F
architecture where each pixxel has its own sseparate ADC

The ROIC is the heart of th
he digital FPA. In the JPL 128
8x128 pixel RO
OIC, each pixeel has its own 114-bit analog-tto-digital
converter. Th
his in-pixel AD
DC approach provides
p
fast frrame rates up tto 16 kHz withhout requiring extraordinary speed in
the ADC as would be the case if each ADC
A
had to handle
h
the mulltiplexed outpuut from severaal pixels. Addiitionally,
analog-to-dig
gital conversio
ons are done in
n all pixels sim
multaneously, eenabling snap shot operationn rather than a “rolling
shutter” read
dout. All pixelss are read out at the same time which elim
minates problem
ms with conveentional rollingg shutter
readouts wheere pixels are read
r
out sequen
ntially introduccing artifacts ffrom crosstalk between pixells when adjacennt pixels
reset. Figuree 8 also showss the unit cell ADC circuitry
y in each of thhe ROICs 163384 pixels. A small photodiiode was
included in the
t unit cell layout to enablee preliminary testing of the R
ROIC without the need for itt to be hybridiized to a
photosensitiv
ve detector arrray. While the photodiode it is too insensiitive for the PaanFTS sciencee measurementts, it has
been invaluaable for demonsstrating the esssential featuress of the ROIC. In 2010, fifty ROIC chips w
were manufactuured by a
commercial foundry. To demonstrate
d
thee performance potential of tthe ROIC array
ay it was incorrporated in thee Fourier
U
Specctrometer (FTU
UVS) which is shown in Figuure 9. FTUVS is an operationnal instrument at JPL’s
Transform Ultraviolet
Table Mounttain Facility wh
hich makes rou
utine measurem
ment of atmosppheric composiition.

Figure 9. ROIC
R
array incorrporated in the FTUVS
F
instrumeent at the Table M
Mountain Obserrvatory

Over a perio
od of several days the ROIC acquired a series of speectra coveringg a wide rangge of atmosphheric and
measurementt conditions. Figure
F
10 show
ws the results from
f
a single ppixel which iss representativee of the results for the
entire array.

Figure 10. ROIC array acquiisition of atmosppheric oxygen abbsorption

Successful ROIC
R
operation
n in the FTUV
VS demonstrateed the capabilitty to make scieentific measurrements of atm
mospheric
composition like those need
ded for the GE
EO-CAPE misssion. Operationn in a relevant environment (aan operational imaging
FTS measuriing atmospheriic composition)) advanced thee ROIC technollogy maturity tto TRL 5. Worrk is under wayy now to
hybridize thee ROICs with silicon p-type,, intrinsic, n-ty
ype (SiPIN) phhotodiode detecctor arrays. Thhe resulting higgh speed
imaging FPA
As will be operrated in the Pan
nFTS engineeriing model as w
well as the GEO
O-CAPE Readd Out Integratedd Circuit
(ROIC) In-F
Flight Perform
mance Experim
ment (GRIFEX
X). The GRIF
FEX CubeSatt mission willl provide spaaceborne
validation off the ROIC/FPA
A and its signal chain electron
nics for the Pan
anFTS.
2.5 Calibratiion Sources
Calibration and
a flat fielding
g of the FPA’s are critical forr retrieving thee molecular conncentrations froom the spectraa. For the
IR FPA’s, th
he steering miirror will look
k into an interrnal 300K blacckbody plus tthe cold spacee for the hot aand cold
calibrations, respectively. The
T UV/Vis FP
PAs will view both the Sun vvia an internall scatter plate aand view dark space to
d
calibration
ns, respectively
y.
accomplish the bright and dark
2.6 Temperaature Zones and Thermal Con
ntrol System
PanFTS instrrument is partiitioned into maany different temperature
t
zoones, beginningg at 290K at thhe steering mirrror, and
ending at 65K and 120K at
a the IR and UV/Vis
U
FPA’s,, respectively aas shown in F
Figure 11. All tthe electronicss and the
cryocoolers are mounted on
o the passivee radiator, wh
hich has a connstant view to cold space. T
There are twoo 2-stage
cryocoolers that provide the
t cooling to the entire instrument (Figuure 12). A 2--stage cryocoooler is comprissed of a
Northrop Gru
umman High Efficiency
E
Coo
oler (HEC) plu
us a split 2nd sstage coaxial ccold head. Thee HEC cooler pprovides
the necessarry cooling to the FPAs, wh
hile the 2nd stage providess cooling to the optics andd structures aat higher
temperaturess. This cryocoo
oler is rated TR
RL-9.

Figure 11. PanFTS temperatture zones

Figure 12. Northrop Grummaan HEC cryocoooler

3. BR
READBOARD
D INSTRUM ENT RESUL
LTS
The optical beam compresssor, dichroic beam splitter, camera opticcs, and FPA ppackage operatting at their reespective
temperaturess are deemed lo
ow technical riisk. They eitheer have analog flight heritagees or built-in addjustment capaability to
accommodatte mechanical distortions due to thermal drifts.
d
The OPD
DM is mounteed on the 2900K structure, w
while the
corner cube on the IR side and the flat mirror on thee UV/Vis side are cooled too 180K and 2220K, respectivvely. The
mechanical performance
p
off the OPDM when
w
it has a larrge thermal graadient across thhe structure, fllex pivots, piezzo tip/tilt
stage, voice coil
c and encoder is a technicaal risk being ad
ddressed by theermal vacuum testing.

3.1 OPDM Thermal
T
Vacuu
um Testing
Figure 13 sh
hows a flight size
s
high preciision, cryogeniic OPDM systtem prior to sttarting testing under simulateed space
conditions to
o demonstrate the stability an
nd reliability of
o the design. One of the thrree flight size OPDMs has ccurrently
completed ap
pproximately 700,000
7
cycless in vacuum at -100 degrees C which is aboout 27% of thee 2.5 million ccycle life
test, with no discernable ch
hanges in behaavior. The OPD
DM is cycling full travel (0 m
mm to 50 mm)), simulating ooperation
under mission conditions. The
T test system
m allows contro
ol of the piezo m
mechanism thrroughout its fuull range. Data from the
piezo tests, as
a well as the stage
s
motion precision
p
and smoothness, aree collected by a quad cell syystem. In this qquad cell
system, a helium-neon laseer is targeted onto
o
a flat mirrror on the OP
PDM, and the flat mirror is aarticulated by a piezoactuated tip/ttilt stage. The reflected beam
m is split off frrom the path onnto the quad ccell. This allow
ws fine measureement of
the tip/tilt off the OPDM optical
o
system
m. The thermall chamber is ccontrolled andd monitored byy a Labview pprogram.
Temperature, pressure and
d electronic paarameters are monitored
m
andd recorded. Thhe OPDM struucture is monittored by
several type--T thermocoup
ples. Email alaarms are generaated for out off range values. Should theree be a power ffailure or
unexpected temperature
t
ex
xcursion, the system automatically shuts down safely. The collectedd data archivee will be
analyzed to assess
a
the effeccts of the spacee thermal and vacuum
v
environnment on the O
OPDM system..

Figure 13. The OPDM inside th
he thermal vacuuum chamber prioor to testing

3.2 PanFTS Breadboard Testing
The PanFTS breadboard sh
hown in Figure 14 is the core of the interferoometer portionn of the instrum
ment.

Figure 14. The
T PanFTS breaadboard

The optical beam
b
size, the ratio of FPA pixel
p
size to naadir pixel spatiaal resolution, iinterferometer optical path diifference
and moving mirror
m
velocity
y all match the observing scen
nario from geoostationary orbit. Functionalitty for these opeerational
parameters has
h been demo
onstrated in th
he lab. Figure 15 shows sim
multaneous IR and Vis meassurements of N
Nitrogen
dioxide (NO2). NO2 mappin
ng is one of thee key GEO-CA
APE science re quirements.

Fig
gure 15. PanFTS breadboard sim
multaneous IR aand Vis measurem
ments of NO2

Currently thee breadboard is
i set to begin
n operations in the field at thhe California L
Laboratory forr Atmospheric Remote
Sensing (CL
LARS) observaatory on Mt. Wilson
W
measurring the atmosppheric chemisttry across the Los Angeles basin as
illustrated in Figure 17.

Figure 16. Th
he PanFTS will make
m
atmospheriic composition m
measurements ovver the Los Angeles basin

4. PANFTS ENGINGE
EERING MOD
DEL INSTRU
UMENT
Developmen
nt has begun on
n a flight size PanFTS engin
neering model (EM) that adddresses all crittical scaling isssues and
demonstratess operation over the full speectral range off the flight insttrument. The P
PanFTS EM w
will build on thhe many
successful breadboard
b
dev
velopments which
w
have alrready demonsstrated the cappabilities requuired for the PanFTS
including thee instrument arrchitecture for panspectral meeasurements, th
the high precision, long life, cryogenic OPD
DM, and
the high-speeed, high precission all digitall FPAs. The EM
E will tie toggether several ccomponent tecchnologies in a system
level instrum
ment capability demonstration
n for making siimultaneous UV
V-Vis and IR m
measurements under space fllight like
environmentaal conditions (thermal-vacuu
um at 180 K) as illustrated in Figure 16. This will deemonstrate thatt critical
design requirrements have been
b
achieved
d such as optical alignment sstability, interfferometer moduulation efficienncy, and
low instrumeent background
d emission in the
t IR. This is essential to reeduce flight insstrument devellopment risk aand show
that the PanF
FTS design is mature
m
and read
dy to be implem
mented in a fligght instrumentt.

Figu
ure 16. A flight size
s PanFTS EM
M instrument will demonstrate siimultaneous IR aand Vis measureement capability
und
der space flight like environmenntal conditions

5. CONCLUSION
PanFTS is designed to meet and exceed all of the GEO-CAPE mission objectives. The instrument is an imaging
spectrometer based on a classical Michelson interferometer that incorporates several unique features. The wide spectral
coverage from near ultraviolet to thermal infrared are spatially separated between the two sides of the OPDM, which
allows the channels to be independently optimized. Two advanced technologies, the OPDM and the 128x128 all digital
FPA with in-pixel digitalization have demonstrated the capabilities needed for PanFTS. These technologies will be
incorporated in a flight size PanFTS EM instrument that will demonstrate simultaneous IR and Vis measurement
capability under space flight like environmental conditions. This will demonstrate that critical design requirements have
been achieved and show that the PanFTS design is mature and ready to be implemented in a flight instrument.
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